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Foreword by Gwyneth Paltrow Integrative medical practitioner
to the stars and Goop contributor Vicky Vlachonis offers a
groundbreaking program to eliminate pain and look and feel
your best every day. In The Body Doesn’t Lie: The ThreeStep Program to End Chronic Pain and Become Positively
Radiant, Vicky Vlachonis focuses on pain release instead of
on pain relief. Back problems, nightly headaches, tight
shoulders, achy feet-all of us have nagging, daily pains that
seem to get worse when our lives get most busy. While the
immediate reaction to pain is to take short-term measures to
make it go away, this does nothing to address the underlying
cause. Vlachonis shows us how to locate the source of our
pain, understand its origin and manifestation in the body, and
then let it go for good, using a holistic approach that includes
easy-to-implement approaches to diet, exercise, and
emotional well-being. Vlachonis’ proven and successful pain
eradication program was developed over years working with a
wide range of clients, from celebrities and CEOs to
overworked ballerinas and working moms. The book includes
a detailed meal plan with recipes, body maps to identify areas
of pain and healing touch points, and step-by-step remedies
for specific issues including fatigue, digestive problems, and
depression. This groundbreaking approach uses pain as a
tool—not the undefeatable enemy—to help you look and feel
better immediately, and release your body from physical and
emotional pain for good.
First in the Morning: Every morning you probably begin your
day by looking at the news and checking your emails – and
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you will probably
agree
that this is not the most inspirational
start to the day. First in the Morning is Osho talking on a
variety of subjects specially selected for the morning. It gives
you a different option for your morning routine, a taste of
meditation that can carry you through the day. Simply begin
each morning by finding a moment to sit quietly, be with
yourself, and read the suggested passage. The extracts here,
and in the companion volume Last in the Evening, are taken
from intimate one-on-one talks with Osho, and he suggested
this compilation of his insights on a variety of subjects that
include the nature of bliss, joy, and meditation. Whether you
are familiar with meditation or a newcomer to the inner world,
these two invaluable books, separately or together, can make
a real difference to how you approach each day, and your life.
Describes how hidden, buried anger might be causing
physical and emotional problems including headaches,
digestive problems and insomnia and explains how to
practice mindfulness to release the pent-up emotions before
they become unhealthy.
Imagine that whenever you feel bad, you could always know
why and, more importantly, what you need to do to feel better
You'd never be stuck in anxiety, depression, or dysfunction.
You would handle any new crisis and recover from upsets
quickly. Unfortunately, we've all experienced trauma and the
pain that causes heavy emotions and everyday reactions.
Mindful processing of emotions is the key to recovery.
Discover how your feelings can be tools for personal growth.
Emotional Liberation teaches you to work well with your
feelings and take control of situations that upset you, with
practical tools to heal old wounds, find empowerment from
trauma, and transform self-defeating patterns. When
emotionally agile, you can handle strong emotions and keep
your cool when others are losing theirs. When emotionally
skillful, you understand what others are feeling and can help
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them, rather
than being
triggered and drawn into their drama.
Emotional Liberation is the freedom to live fully and
authentically, and to move through the ups and downs of life
with wisdom and grace.
Traditional Chinese edition of EMOTIONAL WELLNESS:
transforming fear, anger, and jealousy into creative energy by
Osho. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
From the co-creator of The Manifesting Academy and host of
the Journey to Manifesting podcast, 200 mini meditations to
help you rise above fear and manifest the life of your dreams
Mary Beth Sammons and Nina Lesowitz have received
hundreds of thank you emails and letters from readers whose
lives they have touched and helped — spiritual seekers,
teachers, business people, cancer patients, parents, the
newly bereaved, athletes, and many others. Building upon the
foundational wisdom of the bestselling Living Life as a Thank
You Nina Lesowitz and Mary Beth Sammons have developed
a workbook filled with life-changing practices and
encouraging advice to take readers through a process of selftransformation and personal growth. The workbook-style
format not only provides readers with tried and true thank you
techniques and practices, but also allows them to take part in
creating their own. The act and power of gratitude has a
direct effect on our lives on a physical, spiritual, mental and
emotional level. Studies have shown that living life with
appreciation leads to a greater sense of well-being and
happiness. The secret to a happy and fulfilled life may rely on
focusing on all the good, rather than what is lacking or not
going well at the moment. The Thank You Power Workbook is
a toolkit for this transformation.
How do we reconcile our need to express our emotions with
our desire to protect others? Far too often we find ourselves
trapped in this dilemma of expression versus repression. We
fear that by expressing our true feelings, we will hurt and
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to us. But by repressing our
emotions—even in the benevolent guise of “self-control”—we
only risk hurting ourselves. Osho, one of the most provocative
and inspiring spiritual teachers of our time, provides here a
practical and comprehensive approach to dealing with this
conflict effectively. Incorporating new, never-before-published
material, Emotional Wellness leads us to understand the
roots of our emotions, to react to situations in a way that can
teach us more about ourselves and others, and to respond to
life’s inevitable ups and downs with far greater confidence
and equilibrium. Discover: • The impact that fear, anger, and
jealousy have on our lives • How emotions like guilt,
insecurity, and fear are used to manipulate us • How to break
out of unhealthy responses to strong emotions • How to
transform destructive emotions into creative energy • The
role of society and culture on our individual emotional styles
Osho’s unique insight into the human mind and heart goes
far beyond conventional psychology. He teaches us to
experience our emotions fully and to deal with them creatively
in order to achieve a richer, fuller life.
Strong emotions that we don't know how to handle effectively
lie at the core of so many difficulties in the life of the
individual. They can affect our relationships with loved ones,
and how we function in our work. They play a profound role in
how we feel about ourselves, and can even affect our
physical health. And we are too often trapped in the dilemma
of "expression" versus "repression." Expressing our emotions
can often hurt others, but by repressing them – even in the
benevolent guise of "self-control" – we risk hurting ourselves.
Osho offers a third alternative, which is to understand the
roots of our emotions and to develop the knack of watching
them and learning from them as they arise, rather than being
"taken over" by them. Eventually we find that even the most
challenging and difficult situations no longer have the power
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us and cause
us pain. Osho's unique insight into
the workings of the mind, the heart, and the essence or
"being" of the individual goes far beyond the understandings
of conventional psychology. Over more than three decades of
work with people from all walks of life, he has developed
simple techniques and insights to help modern-day men and
women to rediscover their own inner silence and wisdom.
Fear, anger, and anxiety–the side effects of life’s everyday
stresses–are natural and sometimes helpful, but left
unchecked they can lead to a host of debilitating ailments that
are now so common we assume they are unavoidable: heart
disease, arthritis, gastrointestinal problems, depression, and
more. There is good news, though: The key to a healthy life
free of these conditions is to activate what Harvard Medical
School instructor Dr. Eva Selhub calls the love response: a
series of biochemical reactions that lower blood pressure,
heart rate, respiration, and adrenaline levels, stimulating
physical healing and reinstating balance and well-being. A
practical life-healing program, the first of its kind, The Love
Response is the result of Dr. Selhub’s years of research–and
clinical practice–on how to reverse the destructive physical
effects of fear and stress, and banish emotional wounds from
the past. Through a simple-to-use plan of awareness,
breathing, visualization, and verbal command exercises, The
Love Response reprograms your brain and changes your
biochemistry from negative to positive, putting you on a path
to long-term wellness and happiness. The Love Response is
structured around the three essential building blocks of
mental health: • social love–connecting not only in your
intimate relationships but with family, friends, and pets • selflove–learning to nurture yourself with care and tenderness
(often the hardest step) • spiritual love–contributing in
meaningful ways to the world beyond your personal needs
The Love Response provides all the tools you need to
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compassion, release your fears,
overcome shame, embrace self-acceptance, connect through
empathy, and, ultimately, strengthen your natural ability to
heal.
Based on Dharma talks by Zen Master Thich Nhat Hanh and
insights from participants in retreats for healing the inner
child, this book is an exciting contribution to the growing trend
of using Buddhist practices to encourage mental health and
wellness. Reconciliation focuses on the theme of mindful
awareness of our emotions and healing our relationships, as
well as meditations and exercises to acknowledge and
transform the hurt that many of us experienced as children.
The book shows how anger, sadness, and fear can become
joy and tranquility by learning to breathe with, explore,
meditate, and speak about our strong emotions.
Reconciliation offers specific practices designed to bring
healing and release for people suffering from childhood
trauma. The book is written for a wide audience and
accessible to people of all backgrounds and spiritual
traditions.
In Living on Your Own Terms: What Is Real Rebellion?, one
of the twentieth century’s greatest spiritual teachers reveals
how you can resist the rules and regulations that oppose your
values while retaining your own individuality. “People can be
happy only in one way, and that is if they are authentically
themselves. Then the springs of happiness start flowing; they
become more alive, they become a joy to see, a joy to be
with; they are a song, they are a dance.”—Osho Decades
after the rebellions of the 1960s, new generations are again
challenging and rebelling against outdated structures and
values, focusing on political and economic systems and their
failings. But this generation has the opportunity and
responsibility to move the development of human freedom to
the next level. Osho’s philosophies will support these future
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pushing toward new systems for humanity. Osho challenges
readers to examine and break free of the conditioned belief
systems and prejudices that limit their capacity to enjoy life in
all its richness. He has been described by the Sunday Times
of London as one of the “1000 Makers of the 20th Century”
and by Sunday Mid-Day (India) as one of the ten
people—along with Gandhi, Nehru, and Buddha—who have
changed the destiny of India. Since his death in 1990, the
influence of his teachings continues to expand, reaching
seekers of all ages in virtually every country of the world.
What if someone told you that you could discover the source
of all your problems and address them head-on? How about if
they told you that reconstructing your attitude would actually
change your life? Author Jude Bijou combines contemporary
psychology and ancient spiritual wisdom to provide a
revolutionary theory of human behavior that will help you do
just that. Her comprehensive blueprint will teach you to .
identify and navigate the six primary emotions; . replace
destructive thoughts with reliable truths; . access your
deepest intuition; . communicate lovingly and effectively; .
overcome harmful habits through step-by-step action. These
concepts can be easily understood and integrated into your
daily routine, regardless of your spiritual path, cultural
background, age, or education. With practical tools, real-life
examples, and everyday solutions for thirty-three destructive
attitudes, Attitude Reconstruction can help you stop settling
for sadness, anger, and fear, and infuse your life with love,
peace, and joy.
“When a battle is raging within, enemies appear on the
outside.” Osho—the provocative spiritual teacher whom
novelist Tom Robbins called “the most dangerous man since
Jesus Christ”—provides illuminating commentary on the
classic Hindu scripture, the Bhagavad Gita. His eye-opening
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exposes
the roots of our contemporary personal
and global problems and reveals how the patterns and
conditionings of our minds create misery, dilemma, conflict,
and war. Most important, Osho offers his timeless solution to
the problem by expanding on Krishna’s psychological vision
and drawing wisdom from the sacred text.
For the millions of Americans who want spirituality without
religion, Sam Harris’s latest New York Times bestseller is a
guide to meditation as a rational practice informed by
neuroscience and psychology. From Sam Harris,
neuroscientist and author of numerous New York Times
bestselling books, Waking Up is for the twenty percent of
Americans who follow no religion but who suspect that
important truths can be found in the experiences of such
figures as Jesus, the Buddha, Lao Tzu, Rumi, and the other
saints and sages of history. Throughout this book, Harris
argues that there is more to understanding reality than
science and secular culture generally allow, and that how we
pay attention to the present moment largely determines the
quality of our lives. Waking Up is part memoir and part
exploration of the scientific underpinnings of spirituality. No
other book marries contemplative wisdom and modern
science in this way, and no author other than Sam Harris—a
scientist, philosopher, and famous skeptic—could write it.
The concept of self-care is, in fact, thousands of years old.
This buzzword is rooted in a 2,500-year old Chinese
philosophy. ‘Yang sheng’ means to nourish life – fostering
your own health and wellbeing by nurturing body, mind and
spirit. In this book, Katie Brindle teaches readers how to
harness this powerful natural healing system to improve every
aspect of their life. Yang Sheng fits and works brilliantly in
modern life. Some of the techniques may seem unusual, but
they are all simple, quick and effective. Even more appealing,
a key principle of Chinese medicine is balance; that means
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not being perfect
or excluding
or pushing yourself to exhaustion with overwork or overexercise. And so, Yang Sheng encourages you to have the
green juice and the glass of wine, a full-on day at work and a
night out dancing. For people who are overtired and
overtaxed, stressed, lacking a sex drive, or who feel anxious
or hopeless, the practice of Yang sheng restores balance.
Our bodies are designed to self-heal – Yang Sheng knows
the mechanics of how to activate this.

Perfect for lovers of Quiet and The Power of Now,
Emotional Agility shares a new way of relating to yourself
and the world around you Every day we speak around
16,000 words - but inside minds we create tens of
thousands more. Thoughts such as 'I'm not spending
enough time with my children' or 'I'm not good enough to
present my work' can seem to be unshakeable facts. In
reality, they're the judgemental opinions of our inner
voice. Drawing on more than twenty years of academic
research and her own experiences, Susan David PhD, a
psychologist and faculty member at Harvard Medical
School, has pioneered a new way to make peace with
our inner self, achieve our most valued goals and live life
to the fullest. Become aware of your true nature, learn to
face your emotions with acceptance and generosity, act
according to your deepest values, and flourish. 'Essential
reading' Susan Cain, author of Quiet 'A practical, sciencebacked guide to looking inward and living intentionally'
Arianna Huffington, author of The Sleep Revolution 'An
accessible, reader-friendly voyage. Emotional Agility can
be helpful to anyone.' Daniel Goleman, author of
Emotional Intelligence
What Is Love? In this thoughtful, provocative work,
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time—challenges us to question what we think we know
about love and opens us to the possibility of a love that is
natural, fulfilling, and free of possessiveness and
jealousy. With his characteristic wit, humor, and
understanding, Osho dares us to resist the unhealthy
relationship patterns we’ve learned from those around
us, and to rediscover the meaning of love for ourselves.
“By the time you are ready to explore the world of love,
you are filled with so much rubbish about love that there
is not much hope for you to be able to find the authentic
and discard the false.” By answering the questions that
so many lovers face, Osho shares new ways to love that
will forever change how you relate to others, including
how to: • Love without clinging • Let go of expectations,
rules, and demands • Free yourself from the fear of
being alone • Be fully present in your relationships •
Keep your love fresh and alive • Become a life partner
with whom someone could continue to grow and change
• Surrender your ego so you can surrender to love Being
in Love will inspire you to welcome love into your life
anew and experience the joy of being truly alive by
sharing it.
A New York Times bestseller, Emotional Freedom is a
road map for those who are stressed out, discouraged,
or overwhelmed as well as for those who are in a good
emotional place but want to feel even better. Picture
yourself trapped in a traffic jam feeling utterly calm.
Imagine being unflappable and relaxed when your
supervisor loses her temper. What if you were peaceful
instead of anxious? What if your life were filled with
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and a warm sense of belonging?
This is what it feels like when you’ve achieved emotional
freedom. Bestselling author Dr. Judith Orloff invites you
to take a remarkable journey, one that leads to
happiness and serenity, and a place where you can gain
mastery over the negativity that pervades daily life. No
matter how stressed you currently feel, the time for
positive change is now. You possess the ability to
liberate yourself from depression, anger, and fear.
Synthesizing neuroscience, intuitive medicine,
psychology, and subtle energy techniques, Dr. Orloff
maps the elegant relationships between our minds,
bodies, spirits, and environments. With humor and
compassion, she shows you how to identify the most
powerful negative emotions and how to transform them
into hope, kindness, and courage. Compelling patient
case studies and stories from her online community, her
workshop participants, and her own private life illustrate
the simple, easy-to-follow action steps that you can take
to cope with emotional vampires, disappointments, and
rejection. As Dr. Orloff shows, each day presents
opportunities for us to be heroes in our own lives: to turn
away from negativity, react constructively, and seize
command of any situation. Complete emotional freedom
is within your grasp.
An exploration of why people all over the world love to
engage in pain on purpose--from dominatrices, religious
ascetics, and ultramarathoners to ballerinas, icy ocean
bathers, and sideshow performers Masochism is sexy,
human, reviled, worshipped, and can be delightfully
bizarre. Deliberate and consensual pain has been with
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us for millennia,
encompassing
everyone from Black
Plague flagellants to ballerinas dancing on broken bones
to competitive eaters choking down hot peppers while
they cry. Masochism is a part of us. It lives inside
workaholics, tattoo enthusiasts, and all manner of garden
variety pain-seekers. At its core, masochism is about
feeling bad, then better—a phenomenon that is long
overdue for a heartfelt and hilarious investigation. And
Leigh Cowart would know: they are not just a researcher
and science writer—they’re an inveterate, high-sensation
seeking masochist. And they have a few questions: Why
do people engage in masochism? What are the benefits
and the costs? And what does masochism have to say
about the human experience? By participating in many of
these activities themselves, and through conversations
with psychologists, fellow scientists, and people who
seek pain for pleasure, Cowart unveils how our minds
and bodies find meaning and relief in pain—a quirk in our
programming that drives discipline and innovation even
as it threatens to swallow us whole.
When trying to share your feelings, does it end up in a
fight more times than not? Do you want constructive
discussions with your partner that lead to deeper
connection and a healthier relationship? Most of us
never learned to effectively share our own feelings or
how to receive the feelings of our partner. The good
news is that it's a skill you can learn--and if you're in a
relationship, it's a necessary skill. Being in a relationship
without knowing how to share your feelings and receive
your partner's feelings in useful ways is like jumping into
a pool without knowing how to swim. You can flail around
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not going to keep you afloat for very
long--you need to be able to move in any direction at will.
Like swimming, knowing how to share your feelings and
respond to your partner's feelings will move your
relationship in the direction you want: more intimacy,
closeness, connection, and trust. In "Communicate Your
Feelings (without starting a fight)", you'll get: Ways to
avoid escalation, so you can be unafraid of a discussion
spinning out of control The happiness and assurance
that comes with knowing your relationship is heading in
the right direction Ways to respond to your partner's
feelings, so you can gain their trust once again 13
Communication Techniques, so you can be confident
approaching discussions with your partner Ways to
clarify your thoughts and feelings, increasing the
likelihood that your partner will understand you Now is
the time to have a happier relationship, so begin applying
these techniques today.
One of the twentieth century’s greatest spiritual teachers
will show you how to quiet your constant, worrying
thoughts in Learning to Silence the Mind: Wellness
Through Meditation. The mind, says Osho, has the
potential to be enormously creative in dealing with the
challenges of everyday life, and the problems of the
world in which we live. The difficulty, however, is that
instead of using the mind as a helpful servant we have
largely allowed it to become the master of our lives. Its
ambitions, belief systems, and interpretations rule our
days and our nights—bringing us into conflict with minds
that are different from ours, keeping us awake at night
rehashing those conflicts or planning the conflicts of
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only there was a way to switch it off and give it a rest!
Finding the switch that can silence the mind—not by force
or performing some exotic ritual, but through
understanding, watchfulness, and a healthy sense of
humor—is meditation. A sharper, more relaxed and
creative mind—one that can function at the peak of its
unique intelligence—is the potential. The book includes a
link to tutorials on OSHO Nadabrahma Meditation. Osho
challenges readers to examine and break free of the
conditioned belief systems and prejudices that limit their
capacity to enjoy life in all its richness. He has been
described by the Sunday Times of London as one of the
“1000 Makers of the 20th Century” and by Sunday MidDay (India) as one of the ten people—along with Gandhi,
Nehru, and Buddha—who have changed the destiny of
India. Since his death in 1990, the influence of his
teachings continues to expand, reaching seekers of all
ages in virtually every country of the world.
"We are all touched at some point by the dark emotions
of grief, fear, or despair. In an age of global threat, these
emotions have become widespread and overwhelming.
While conventional wisdom warns us of the harmful
effects of "negative" emotions, this revolutionary book
offers a more hopeful view: there is a redemptive power
in our worst feelings. Seasoned psychotherapist Miriam
Greenspan argues that it's the avoidance and denial of
the dark emotions that results in the escalating
psychological disorders of our time: depression, anxiety,
addiction, psychic numbing, and irrational violence. And
she shows us how to trust the wisdom of the dark
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heal, and transform our lives and our
world.
This journal may be used alone, but is designed as a
companion to Manage My Emotions: What I Wish I'd
Learned in School about Anger, Fear, and Love. The
exercises in this journal assist in personalizing lessons
learned and allow self-exploration to develop.

When the world says, "Let your emotions lead you,"
we as Christ-followers must find a different course,
navigating through the minor whirlpools,
unpredictable winds, and sometimes ferocious
hurricanes. Christ's words and actions guide our
ships into deeper waters and beyond to the other
shore. This book explores scriptural anchoring
points, personality influence, and past experiences
to give us a new vision of the weighted tension
between letting loose with our feelings or cinching up
and ignoring them altogether. As human beings, we
are created with emotional dimension, and within
Christ, we are called to surrender these feelings,
using them in a healthy and biblical way.
A guide to the practice of Inner Alchemy, which
allows you to control the energies of your inner
universe to better connect with energies of the outer
universe • Teaches the essential first-level
meditations in Taoist practice, also known as Fusion
of the Five Forces, for self-healing and emotional
and spiritual development • Shows step-by-step how
to remove negative emotions from the organs in
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which they are lodged by neutralizing and
transforming the negativity back into positive energy
• Includes basic and advanced-level meditations
Fusion of the Five Elements is the necessary first
step in the Taoist practice of Inner Alchemy, in which
one learns to control the generation and flow of
emotional, mental, and physical energies within the
body. It is a series of meditations designed to locate
and dissolve negative energies trapped inside the
body by making a connection between the five outer
senses (experienced through the ears, eyes, nose,
mouth, and tongue) and the five major negative
emotions (anger, hate, worry, sadness, and fear).
When the body is cleared of negative energy,
universal chi energy flows freely and productively,
nourishing both body and soul. The practice is
divided into two parts. The first works with controlling
the forces of the five elements on the five major
organs of the body by learning the elements’ effects
upon each other and how to balance and utilize
these energies properly. The advanced Fusion
exercises then show how to channel the greater
energies of the stars and planets to strengthen
internal weaknesses and crystallize positive energy.
By “fusing” all the different kinds of energy together,
a harmonious whole is created--the key to
manifesting an Immortal existence.
Rarely are written statements available from
enlightened masters or mystics. Lao Tzu's
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statements of the Tao Te Ching came into being only
at the end of his life. Mystics usually don't write
books; they speak and work directly with people in a
transformational way. In the same way, Osho's
books are transcriptions of his daily talks. This book
is a rare exception: 100 letters written by Osho and
mailed to a disciple, Yoga Sohan, in connection with
events during a meditation camp in which she
participated. Osho promised her that he would send
her a letter every day…and that she should keep
them so they could be published one day. This
unique selection of these letters contains Osho's
very personal instructions and insights on a
meditative life. In one he says, "That’s what
meditation is all about – writing love letters to life." If
you have come to the point where you feel there
must be something more to life and are ready to
explore other dimensions of being, this collection will
provide an essential road map. The one hundred
short passages in this book are full of diverse and
pertinent gems. They will touch your heart and
inspire you, showing you how to turn each and every
moment of your life into a celebration.
Emotional WellnessTransforming Fear, Anger, and
Jealousy into Creative EnergyHarmony
In The Book of Children: Supporting the Freedom
and Intelligence of a New Generation, one of the
twentieth century’s greatest spiritual teachers
shares how parents can develop positive and
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encouraging relationships with their kids. “Look into
the eyes of a child—you cannot find anything deeper.
The eyes of a child are an abyss, there is no bottom
to them.”—Osho Children have an authentic freedom.
They are joyful, playful, and naturally creative. But by
the time they grow up, most children have been
sacrificed to the gods of “productivity” and good
behavior to the extent that only nostalgia for
childhood remains. Osho says, “It is the child’s
experience that haunts intelligent people their whole
life. They want it again—the same innocence, the
same wonder, the same beauty.” And while each
adult generation may vow, with the best of
intentions, not to repeat the mistakes of the past,
they inevitably find themselves imposing their own
inherited limitations on new generations to come.
This book calls for a “children’s liberation
movement” to break through old patterns and create
opportunities for an entirely new way of relating as
human beings. It is a guide for grown-ups to become
aware of their own conditioning as they relate to the
children in their lives. And, with that awareness, to
learn when to nurture and protect and when to get
out of the way, so that children can flower into their
highest potential and greatest capacity for joy. Osho
challenges readers to examine and break free of the
conditioned belief systems and prejudices that limit
their capacity to enjoy life in all its richness. He has
been described by the Sunday Times of London as
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one of the “1000 Makers of the 20th Century” and
by Sunday Mid-Day (India) as one of the ten
people—along with Gandhi, Nehru, and Buddha—who
have changed the destiny of India. Since his death in
1990, the influence of his teachings continues to
expand, reaching seekers of all ages in virtually
every country of the world.
Do you ever feel so frustrated with school, friends,
parents, and life in general that you lose control of
your emotions and lash out? You shouldn’t feel
ashamed. Being a teen in today’s world is hard, but
it’s even harder when you’re unable to keep your
cool in stressful situations. Fortunately, there are
things you can do to make positive changes in your
life. Using proven effective mindfulness-based stress
reduction (MBSR) and dialectical behavioral therapy
(DBT), Mindfulness for Teen Anger will teach you the
difference between healthy and unhealthy forms of
anger. Inside, you’ll learn how to make better
choices, how to stop overreacting, find emotional
balance, and be more aware of your thoughts and
feelings in the moment. You’ll also learn skills for
building positive relationships with peers, friends,
and family. As a teen, the relationship skills you
learn now can help you thrive in the future. With a
little help, and by cultivating compassion and
understanding for yourself and others, you will be
able to transform your fear and anger into
confidence and kindness.
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We have polluted our planet Earth with light. Light
pollution - excessive and obtrusive artificial light, with
bright neon and LED lights in our cities and in our
personal space, continuously illuminated and
artificial - has removed something incredibly valuable
from our lives, and at the same time affected our
ability to sleep, rest, and relax. 'Falling in Love with
Darkness' is Osho's attempt to bring us again in
contact with darkness, but here in a spiritual and
psychological context. "Why do we desire light?," he
asks. "Why do we hanker so much for light? Perhaps
we never realize that the desire for light is a symbol
of the fear rooted within us; it is a symbol of fear. We
want light so that we can become free of that fear."
The mind is afraid in the dark. The fear of darkness
is based on the fear of being alone: the fear of being
alone comes together with the fear of darkness.
Darkness has its own bliss; without falling in love
with darkness, you will be deprived of the capacity to
love the great truths of life. Next time you find
yourself in darkness, take a direct look into it and
you will discover that it is not so frightening after all.
When darkness surrounds you, become absorbed in
it, become one with it. And you will find that darkness
offers you something that light can never give you.
All the important mysteries of life are hidden in
darkness. These are talks by Osho given at a
meditation camp where he introduces people in a
direct and practical way to an understanding of
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meditation as a way to get acquainted with darkness,
to re-discover that darkness is peace, relaxation, and
stillness, all through the simple method of
witnessing. "Meditation means: discovering the one
who is beyond all happening and has never been a
part of anything."
**Now on Netflix as The Call to Courage** 'She's so
good, Brené Brown, at finding the language to
articulate collective feeling' Dolly Alderton Every time
we are faced with change, no matter how great or
small, we also face risk. We feel uncertain and
exposed. We feel vulnerable. Most of us try to fight
those feelings - or feel guilt for feeling them in the
first place. In a powerful new vision Dr Brené Brown
challenges everything we think we know about
vulnerability, and dispels the widely accepted myth
that it's a weakness. She argues that, in truth,
vulnerability is strength and when we shut ourselves
off from vulnerability - from revealing our true selves
- we distance ourselves from the experiences that
bring purpose and meaning to our lives. Daring
Greatly is the culmination of 12 years of
groundbreaking social research, across every area
of our lives including home, relationships, work, and
parenting. It is an invitation to be courageous; to
show up and let ourselves be seen, even when there
are no guarantees. This is vulnerability. This is
daring greatly.
'An invitation to embrace ourselves with all our pain, fear
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to step lightly yet firmly on the path of
understanding and compassion' Thich Nhat Hanh
Feelings of self-doubt and insecurity are what hold us
back in life and cause true suffering. In her landmark
book Radical Acceptance, renowned meditation and
mindfulness teacher Tara Brach offers us all a path to
freedom. Drawing on personal stories, Buddhist
teachings and guided meditations Tara leads us to trust
our innate goodness. She reveals how we can develop
the balance of clear-sightedness and compassion, heal
fear and shame and build loving, authentic relationships.
Dr. John E. Sarno's groundbreaking research on TMS
(Tension Myoneural Syndrome) reveals how stress and
other psychological factors can cause back pain-and
how you can be pain free without drugs, exercise, or
surgery. Dr. Sarno's program has helped thousands of
patients find relief from chronic back conditions. In this
New York Times bestseller, Dr. Sarno teaches you how
to identify stress and other psychological factors that
cause back pain and demonstrates how to heal
yourself--without drugs, surgery or exercise. Find out:
Why self-motivated and successful people are prone to
Tension Myoneural Syndrome (TMS) How anxiety and
repressed anger trigger muscle spasms How people
condition themselves to accept back pain as inevitable
With case histories and the results of in-depth mind-body
research, Dr. Sarno reveals how you can recognize the
emotional roots of your TMS and sever the connections
between mental and physical pain...and start recovering
from back pain today.
The path to freedom is filled with questions and
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Is it possible
our lives have a purpose, or are we just accidental?
What are we meant to contribute? What are we meant to
become, to create, and to share? In The Book of
Understanding, Osho, one of the most provocative
thinkers of our time, challenges us to understand our
world and ourselves in a new and radical way. The first
step toward understanding, he says, is to question and
doubt all that we have been taught to believe. All our
lives we’ve been handed so-called truths by countless
others—beliefs we learned to accept without reason. It is
only in questioning our beliefs, assumptions, and
prejudices that we can begin to uncover our own unique
voice and heal the divisions within us and without. Once
we discover our authentic self, we can embrace all
aspects of the human experience—from the earthy,
pleasure-loving qualities that characterize Zorba the
Greek to the watchful, silent qualities of Gautam the
Buddha. We can become whole and live with integrity,
able to respond with creativity and compassion to the
religious, political, and cultural divides that currently
plague our society. In this groundbreaking work, Osho
identifies, loosens, and ultimately helps to untie the knots
of fear and misunderstanding that restrict us—leaving us
free to discover and create our own individual path to
freedom.
Are you tired of not being able to control your anger? Do
you face a hard time when it comes to managing your
anger? Are you tired of blowing up at people?We all are
familiar with anger. It's one of our reactions to situations.
Everyone gets angry, and it's just like every other
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our body.
Just as we feel happy, sad,
anxious, emotional, joyful, fearful, disgusted, we can also
feel angry.Learning to control your anger is critical to
your physical, mental, and emotional health as well.
Many of the anger management books that I've come
across don't address the problem at the core. They
instead attempt to address the symptoms. This book will
give you a fresh perspective on what anger is, where it
comes from, and provide powerful, practical methods
that will show you how to control anger - the right
way!The tools you will learn in this book can help no
matter what your situation is.Who this book is
for:-Anyone who wants to stop feeling out of controlAnyone who wants to enjoy better relationships with
friends and partners-Anyone who wants to know how to
control anger outbursts-Anyone who wants to know the
best ways to deal with anger-Anyone who does not
understand why they are so angryIn this book, we will
explore why it's essential to learn and practice anger
management techniques. Not only for relieving improving
your relationships and feeling better but also for
improving your physical health. You will find simple
solutions that work!You deserve to live a happier,
healthier, and longer life because your emotional and
mental health doesn't just impact how you feel. It affects
your physical health and your ability to make and keep
relationships. Your anger issues doesn't have to
continue to keep you from living your life to the fullest.
It's time to tear down your current way of thinking and
rebuild thought patterns that contribute to your life in
constructive ways.Grab your copy now!
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Balancing:
Using Your Mind to Heal Your
Body features meditation methods from one of the
twentieth century’s greatest spiritual teachers. Many
everyday discomforts and tensions arise from the fact
that we are alienated from our bodies. With the help of
Osho’s Body Mind Balancing, readers will learn to talk to
and reconnect with their bodies. After just a short time,
readers will begin to appreciate how much the body has
been working for them and supporting them, and from
this new perspective one can find new ways to work with
the body and create a more harmonious balance of body
and mind. Accompanying the book is a CD featuring the
meditative therapy “Reminding Yourself of the Forgotten
Language of Talking to Your BodyMind,” spoken by
meditation teacher Anando Hefley. Developed by Osho,
it guides the listener in reconnecting with his or her body
and creating a new and greater sense of well-being.
Osho challenges readers to examine and break free of
the conditioned belief systems and prejudices that limit
their capacity to enjoy life in all its richness. He has been
described by the Sunday Times of London as one of the
“1000 Makers of the 20th Century” and by Sunday MidDay (India) as one of the ten people—along with Gandhi,
Nehru, and Buddha—who have changed the destiny of
India. Since his death in 1990, the influence of his
teachings continues to expand, reaching seekers of all
ages in virtually every country of the world.
“Emotional Advantage is such an uplifting answer to our
challenging times. In its pages, you will find
encouragement, support, and new perspectives. Randy
Taran offers an antidote to emotional overwhelm—a
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be in guiding you towards your best life.”—Marci Shimoff,
#1 New York Times bestselling author of Happy For No
Reason and Chicken Soup for the Woman’s Soul Awardwinning author, producer, and founder of Project
Happiness, Randy Taran knows that every emotion,
feeling, and mental state has the power to bring us back
to our true essence, and that readers can use Emotional
Advantage as a guide to get there. In recent years, there
has been an overwhelming interest in the science of
happiness and positive psychology, and many books on
the subject. There is a good reason for this: it is a core,
universal human drive. And while happiness has opened
the door for many to move forward, there is a burgeoning
curiosity about the full range of human emotions, all of
which factor into the human experience. What do we do
when life does not go as planned? Neuroscience reveals
that to understand and utilize any emotion, we need to
“name it to tame it.” It turns out that even negative
emotions have something to offer, if we know how to
learn from them. Have you ever woken up in a fog of
feelings and felt directionless? Or maybe it was hard to
pinpoint exactly what you were feeling, but it wasn’t
where you wanted to be? What if we could actually use
our feelings as a pathway to guide us back to our inner
compass? What if, like alchemists, we had the tools to
transform our emotions to take charge of creating our
very best life? What if we could comprehend how even
the most troublesome emotions are sending messages
to alert, protect, and fuel us forward? Emotional
Advantage is that guide. It will show us how a new
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can move us to courage, how guilt
can clarify our values, and how anger can help us create
healthy boundaries.
Guidance for dealing with this common and frustrating
form of behavior. Many people often say “yes” to
something when they’d rather say “no.” They offer
cooperation through words but follow up with how they
really feel—in actions that contradict their words. That’s
passive-aggression. At its heart, passive-aggression is
about being untrue to oneself, which makes it impossible
to have a clean relationship with others. Passiveaggression as a communication method doesn’t make
someone “bad.” It is simply a strategy learned in
childhood as a coping mechanism, a hard-to-break habit.
Changing passive-aggressive behavior requires
knowledge, tools, and practice, as outlined here. The
book offers effective methods for transforming passiveaggression into healthy assertiveness to communicate in
constructive ways through eight keys: Recognize Your
Hidden Anger; Reconnect Your Emotions to Your
Thoughts; Listen to Your Body; Set Healthy Boundaries;
Communicate Assertively; Interact Using Mindfulness;
Disable the Enabler; and Problem-Solve for Better
Outcomes. Hands-on exercises are featured, enabling
readers to better understand themselves.
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